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INTRODUCTION

technology stock. It is that. It’s not a car company. Yes, it is. Battery. It’s
a Utility. It’s something for everyone and no one can pull it all together. ―
Cathie Wood

TeslaCharts is one of the leading members of the online community known as TSLAQ, a group of
largely anonymous Twitter users who exist to expose the reality behind the Tesla façade. TC’s
interest in Tesla was piqued after the solar shingle reveal in 2016 during which Elon Musk displayed
as ready-technology a product that was, as TC knew from his own professional experience,
unrealistic by all measures. Building on his years as a technical executive with a Fortune 50
company, TC is now a private investor and passionate data visualizer.

WHY DO I CARE?
As interesting and newsworthy a company as Tesla and its possibly mentally unstable CEO are,
what has perhaps received insufficient coverage is this emergent phenomenon known as $TSLAQ,
a hive-like collective of financiers, accountants, Ph.D.’s, lawyers, pilots, and members of just about
any other occupational discipline you can imagine. What unites them is Tesla, or more specifically,
their contempt for its CEO, who they view as an abomination. He is, by their standards responsible
for what outspoken short seller and former guest of Hidden Forces Mark Spiegel calls, “the biggest
single stock bubble in this whole bubble market.”
According to an article published for the LA Times titled, “The crowd-sourced, social swarm that is
betting Tesla will crash and burn,” author Russ Mitchell writes, about Tesla Q: “the channel has
emerged as a crowd-sourced stock research platform. Contributors divide up research duties
according to personal interest and ability, with no one in charge. Some use commercial databases
to track Tesla-loaded ships from San Francisco to Europe and China. Some are experts at
automotive leasing or convertible bonds. Some repost customer complaints about Tesla quality
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and service. One contributor, whose Twitter handle is TeslaCharts, assembles collected data to
offer graphical representations of Teslaʼs own reports and $TSLAQʼs findings. And some do
reconnaissance, posting photos and videos of Tesla storage lots, distribution centers, even the
company’s Fremont assembly plant as seen from above. A major aim is to change the mind of
Tesla stock bulls and the media. The research helps individual short sellers decide when to move
in and out of the stock. But it’s clear from the posts that $TSLAQ can be just as vitriolic as Tesla
fans are adoring. ‘A lot of their premise is emotional,’ says head of Santa Monica portfolio
management firm Ross Gerber, ‘They hate Musk. They think heʼs a fraud; they think heʼs a liar.”
Activist investing and short selling have been around for as long as I can remember, but short
sellers have traditionally aligned with intrepid, up-and-coming journalists or prominent media outlets
in order to “talk their book” and change public opinion about the stock by sharing their proprietary
research into the company. Jim Chanos was famous for having worked to expose the fraud at
Enron through various media contacts like Bethany McLean, while simultaneously shorting the
company’s stock. In other cases, such as with SEC whistleblower Harry Markopolos, “No One
Would Listen.” What is unique in this case is the emergent nature of the network behind $TSLAQ.
It is not proprietary, nor is anyone in control. $TSLAQ is not a conspiracy of short-sellers. Rather,
it is the spontaneous manifestation of a disparate collection of disaffected people united together
by their commitment to exposing an increasingly dangerous fraud that they believe is being
perpetrated against investors and the general public.
In this episode, I look forward to bringing light to this phenomenon and to help educate my listeners
about its history, its impetus, and its prospects for bursting the biggest stock bubble in this whole
bubble market.
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TESLACHARTS
TeslaCharts: Who? ― Q: What is your professional background?
TeslaCharts: What? ― Q: What is TeslaCharts?
TeslaCharts: When? ― Q: When did you start Tesla Charts? How did it come about?
TeslaCharts: How? ― Q: How do you contribute to this ecosystem? What makes you good at it?
TeslaCharts: Why? ― Q: What motivates you to do what you do?

$TSLAQ
Crowdsourcing & New Power ― I am fascinated by the
power of crowdsourcing as it has been applied here. We did an
episode titled “Crowdsourcing: The New Power Reshaping
Business, Politics, and Society in the 21st Century,” with
authors Jeremy Heimans and Henry Timms about how modern
communication technologies, particularly social media, have
transformed the dynamics of power in society. $TSLAQ seems
to be the ideal manifestation of this thesis for capital markets
and public safety.
TSLAQ Origins ― Q: Perhaps it would be best if you gave us
an introduction into what, exactly, $TSLAQ is? Q: Do we know
how it came about? Q: Who was the first person to use the
hashtag?
Anonymity ― I want to discuss anonymity for a moment. One of the things that you realize once
you begin to comb through many of the social media accounts is that they are mostly anonymous.
Names like “Machine Planet,” “Tesla is Worth Zero,” “Investor Gator,” “ElonBachman,” “el gato
malo,” “elmerFUDD,” etc. There are SO MANY that I’ve actually created a mosaic of their profiles
in this rundown. The nature of this network
means that this is will always be an incomplete
picture, but members of TSLAQ will undoubtedly
retweet and like this episode on twitter, and I will
do my best to go through those likes and retweets
when updating this mosaic. I’m curious though...
Q: Why the anonymity? Q: Is it because these
account holders are afraid of retaliation by Elon
or by his followers?

SILENCING THE CROWD
A Dox On All Your Houses ― There have been numerous instances of doxing and even cases
where accounts have been suspended by Twitter. This recently happened to @IsTeslaWorth0, but
there have been other cases as well. I suppose these are two separate threads to untangle here,
so let’s take the doxing one first, and then, I’d like to ask why some of these other accounts that
have been critical of Elon Musk are suspended, while his own bullying has gone uncensored. Q:
What has been the role of “doxing,” who is doing it, and what has been its effect on the TSLAQ
community? (e.g. Montana Skeptic). Q: What happened with Montana Skeptic? Q: How did this
impact TSLAQ?
Suspensions ― I’ve been concerned about the power that social media platforms have claimed
to regulate speech on the internet. One way in which speech is regulated is by enforcing “anti3

bullying” codes of conduct. Q: What do we know
about accounts that have been suspended? Q:
What has been the justification and has Twitter
provided any formal response to inquiries about
this? Q: Few would dispute that Musk does not
bully people, so why has his account not been
suspended?
Skabooshka ― Let’s go back to this
phenomenon of doxing and layer on top of it
another thing we have seen, which is that Elon
Musk is willing to go after people who he feels
are maligning the reputation of his company or
of him personally. He has done this by doxing
them (in the case of Montana, this was done
primarily by sharing his name and the contact
number of his empoyer with the media) and in
other instances, by actually filing law suits and
restraining orders. Let’s talk about a more recent
example of this: The case of Skabooshka. Q:
Who is Skabooshka? What happened with him
and Elon? What was the response by $TSLAQ?
Q: How did Tesla bulls respond?
Elon & TeslaCharts ― Has Elon ever come
after you? Have you ever had any interaction
with him personally?

THE POWER OF CROWDSOURCING
TSLAQ Power ― Q: What are some examples
of how emergent data gathering and information
processing network of $TSLAQ has influenced
the larger debate around this company and even
its stock price? Q: Do you think it has put limits
on what Elon has been able to achieve through
the power of his persona? Q: Do you feel you
have thwarted the effectiveness of his stock
pumps? *** It seems that the “Elon Pump” has
lost its vigor. His tweets don’t seem to have the
same impact they once did.
The Future of Crowdsourced Accountability
― Q: Is $TSLAQ a sign of things to come? Q: Is
this how stock research will be done in the
future, in your view?

THE NUMBERS
The Raise ― Q: What’s the latest news on the
raise? Q: How is Tesla planning to do this and
who is underwriting the offering? Q: What is the
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significance of the news? Q: How does it affect
the company’s prospects going forward or
perhaps, alter the bear thesis (substantively and
in terms of staying power)? The stock has
popped on the news…
The Market ― Q: Why do you think Millennials
have been so enamored with this stock? Q: Is
this just something that every generation needs
to experience for itself: a bubble? Q: The XGen’ers had it with the Dot.com Bubble in the
late 90’s and early 2000’s….
Full Autonomy? ― Q: What was the outcome
of the Tesla Autonomy Investor Day event?
Tesla Insurance Co. ― Q: What’s up with the
insurance proposal? There’s no better business
to be in if you are running a Ponzi scheme than
insurance, because you can collect a lot more
than you need to pay out…
Projections vs. Reality ― In April, Tesla
reported disastrous Q1 numbers, with a GAAP
loss of $702 million (over $900 million excluding regulatory credit sales) and just 63,000 vehicles
delivered, down 30% sequentially from Q4 of 2018. Model 3 sales were down 17% despite the
initial, backlog-filling sales into Europe and China, while sales of the much higher-margin S&X were
down 52%, and this all happened despite massive price cuts on every model as the quarter
progressed. Q: What sort of guidance was given heading into this quarter’s report and what sort of
guidance has been giving for Q2? Let’s go through the guidance in great detail.
Sales in US & Europe ― According to data by the motor authorities from a number of European
countries, Tesla deliveries have fallen off significantly in a number of key European markets like
Germany and Norway. Q: What are sales like in the US and Europe?
Price Cuts ― I’ve seen reports of continued price cuts of Tesla vehicles. Q: What is behind these
cuts?
From Buyers to Sellers ― Q: Which
prominent Tesla bulls and institutional
buyers have turned sellers?
The Board ― Q: What is the situation
with the board at Tesla? I hear they
have added a new Chairwoman and
have gone form 9 board members to
7. Q: Who are the most supportive of
Elon and why?
Going Private ― Q: Is there any
hope for Tesla to be taken private?
Dead Wood ― Q: What do you think
of the Tesla cult? Q: What do you
think of Cathie Wood? Q: What do you
think of Ross Gerber?
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QUOTES
I know where it’s going, but I don’t know why it’s taking so
long to get there. ― Mark Spiegel
He’s a silly, super genius, in all the best ways. I love the
guy. I’m so glad he’s alive. I am. I’m glad he’s a real thing.
― Joe Rogan
The analysts following this stock don’t know how to
analyze it. It’s not a technology stock. It is that. It’s not a
car company. Yes, it is. Battery. It’s a Utility. It’s
something for everyone and no one can pull it all together.
― Cathie Wood
The old car companies think what separates them from
Tesla is that Teslas are electric. But they're also
separated by the fact that Teslas are software, and that,
they will discover, is an unbridgeable gulf. – Paul Graham
If you get caught up in all of the stuff around the edges – maybe he may mis-tweet from time to
time. My point is, who cares? Your job as a smart investor is to separate the facts and the news
from the fiction and the noise. And it doesn’t matter. It does not change the fact that tens of
thousands of consumers are buying [the Model 3] faster than they can get their hands on it. It
doesn’t change that the minute you sit inside that car your definition of what is expected is altered
forever and you wonder why every other car around you that you ever step in that you may buy
doesn’t have the same things that that car offers. So, at the end of the day, whether you like his
style or not, his substance is irrefutable. ― Chamath Palihapitiya
There is a clear winner in electrification. It is done. That die has been cast. And so now, the question
is can he build the infrastructure to deliver the demand and if given time and if given patience I
believe he will, and I vote with my money that he can do that. Everybody that bets against him can
do that as well, but at what stake really, because it’s not as if there is no downside protection for
this stock. The people who short this company are so short sighted. Because the number of
companies that would come out of the woodwork…you don’t think Apple with two-hundred billion
of cash backstops this company and has
a chance to enter a trillion dollar market
overnight by buying that business if it gets
imperiled in anyway? Google, which
already tried to buy it wouldn’t try to buy it
again? ― Chamath Palihapitiya
So, what are we betting against? We are
betting against a cleaner earth because
we don’t like that. Because we like to suck
in the carbon monoxide and all the fumes
from all these cars? We are betting
against beautiful flat screens, beautiful
ways in which to manage your experience
inside the car because we don’t like that?
― Chamath Palihapitiya
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